Abstract. In this paper, taking Android system as the operating platform, the design of a high quality can be text ， voice and video communication real-time communication software,in connection with the network conditions, can achieve instant communication between all users of Android system. This design can achieve real-time communication between Android platform and Android platform between Android platform and PC.
In the design of system communication,instant communication, communication both sides need to be in a connected state radio network,so the system communication, first of all to detect the wireless network connection, through the wireless communication module calls the Android platform, the detection and identification of the current wireless network is connected, if the connection can communicate according to the sender ID,if there is no wireless network connection is not successful, can communicate through the way of short message. The general frame of communication system as shown in figure 1.
In the process of communication,communication both sides need to be in the same LAN from the group, so the system must first detect the LAN connection, through the wireless communication module calls the Android platform, the detection and identification of the local area network is connected, if the connection is shown to LAN SSID name, and can carry out instant communication mode. When detecting the LAN is not availableor the communication between the ad hoc LAN is not at the same time, the communication system cannot directly an instant message, in order to continue to realize the interactive user information of this case, real-time system will automatically jump to the short message communication mode phone mode, and message communication, normal, implementation communication function in this case.
The design of the communication system

A. introduction to Android
Android is Google's announcement of the open source mobile operating system. From an architectural point of view, it was developed specifically for mobile terminals by the Linux kernel, middleware, user interface and application software program composition, it is the first fully open source free and the operating system. Android platform is not only an operating system, but also an nature architecture of open source. Android platform focused on the achievement of all the open source community in one part and for the mobile device of its own do a lot of improvement and optimization. Compared with other mobile operating system, Android has four unparalleled advantages.
• Platform openness. Android system is a fully open source mobile platform, the most important is that the system itself is free, greatly reducing development costs manufacturers, operators can freely develop new applications, in addition to a lot of third-party mobile developers are also based on this can be found rapid development opportunities.
• Application equality. The beginning of the birth of the Android platform was designed to be a planning application composition platform, which all applications run on Dalvik virtual machine, which provides a corresponding API interface for mutual communication access between resources.
• Application of liquidity. There are no boundaries between Android applications, developers can be linked to the development of a variety of services, such as text messaging, GPS, network services can be connected together.
• Develop quickness. Android offers a lot of that see-use libraries and tools for developers, developers can use these libraries and tools to quickly develop their own applications. Eg .Android platform integrates Google Maps, Google Voice, etc., developers only need to create related applications by calling several lines of code. The architecture of the Android platform is divided into five parts:the application, application framework, development libraries, the run time environment and the Linux kernel, as shown in figure 2. paracelsian paracelsus for Android
The core service system of Android relies on the Linux2.6 kernel, such as security, memory management, process management, network protocol stack and driving model, at the same time, the Linux kernel also as an abstraction layer between the hardware and software of stack. In the preparation of application, can access the Android provides the API box,call its C/C++ development library and core application package.
B. The functional architecture of instant communication system
According to the division of the function module of the system, using the C/S system architecture,communication model and the use of P2P in the speech communication. Due to the differences between the functional modules of the system, through the interaction between the Android client and Open fire server, mainly depends on the function of XMPP protocol,instant communication effect is good. As for the requirements of higher real-time audio communication, the real-time point-to-point transmission is dependent on UDP/RTP.
C. Hierarchical structure of design client
This system adopts hierarchical framework of MVC Client software,will the entire client into a display layer, business logic layer and model layer.The logic of the hierarchical structure of the system is divided into display client layer, logic control layer and model layer. The model layer consists of Model data model layer and data access layer for DB. The logic control layer is divided into Util layer, Activity layer, Adapter layer. Among them,the Util layer is the upper layer provides a service interface, and provides the call interface for the Activity layer, to provide services for the main logic module function. The Activity layer is the main logic processing layer system, the function of each module of the logic processing. The Adapter layer is the system used to update the interface level. Display layer is mainly view layer, defined by the Android layout XML file, used to define and describe the user interface. Other Android resource file, related menu items and the resource string also belongs to the display layer.
D. Detailed design of the client
The client of the detailed design of the system is the key of the whole system design. Mainly including log in module, voice communication module, file transfer module, chat module part.
The log in module mainly includes the new user registration and the old user log in, the user enters to register a new user interface, fill out the form after you submit, first in a client-side initialization and fill in the form according to the settings of a Registration object, set its type to IQ. Type.SET, and then set the two packet filter filter, respectively, according to Regisition data packets the ID and IQ types of data packet filtering. If the IQ data collected by the package Collector is not empty, and the type is IQ.Type.RESULT, that is registered successfully, you can log on.
Voice communication module mainly realizes the transmission of audio files, users to record an audio, and then sent to the target user, the target users receive audio, click the message box will be on the audio message file playback. The module design, design of recording and sending the two button in the user interface to the ID, hit the record button, initialize the voice interface, and began to collect, the audio release, completed the sound recording, and audio file when the length of the judgment, for more than 2S of the audio documents sent to the execution, less than 2S file after confirmation sent.
A file transfer module has been used to in the voice message communication module, using the function alone is the main transmission complete text, image file on the mobile phone file, use is the first select the file to obtain a specific file path, and then the path to the file as the parameter, the Smack library function call for file transfer.
Chat module is a communication system to use the highest frequency function. Module for the client to send and receive information, divided into message sending and receiving the two part, mainly by the chat Activity. Java processing mainly logic. Treatment of class chat Activity is also responsible for friends among the voice message communication module.
The process of information transmission and real-time communication system as shown in Figure  3 , the system is ready to send a message, first the network detection, if the network is available, then enter the message and time setting module, and uses the UDP transmission protocol transmission,UDP transmission, the first two communication parties UDP connection and initialization of ; at the receiving end, the system defined for receiving information Activity, UDP port number when the program monitoring information spreads, to receive immediate. When the LAN is not available, the system automatically jump to the SMS sending module,information will be sent by the form of SMS. The client receives the message, mainly is the need to set up a message listener in the client, when processing method by the server to forward messages over will automatically call the monitoring interface. Gets the message object, and then by the handler to handler. Handler according to the type of the message object, different treatment, received ordinary text messages, will chat messages are added to the list of messages, and update the display adapter.
Conclusion
This paper analyzed the system are hitecture of Android platform and the Android application components and life cycle,deeply studies the methods of kemel-level component software development and applieation software development.
Since 2007, the Android system available, because of its open source,easy to develop, in recent years has been widely applied. Instant communication system of Android platform is realized in communication between LAN users from groups based on design, and develop intelligent timeefficient, and the system can realize the short message communication without network under selective, the instant communication system to the mobile phone short message and mobile phone mobile Internet is the perfect combination of together, the user through the mobile terminal equipment, can conveniently carry on the real-time information exchange and others.
